
AUDITION SIDE FOR KARL LINDER 

LINDER: Well—My name is Karl Lindner...How do you do?  (Some minor 

shuffling of the hat and briefcase on his knees) Well—I am a representative 

of the Clybourne Park Improvement Association— Well, I don’t know how 

much you folks know about our organization. (He is a gentle man; 

thoughtful and somewhat labored in his manner) It is one of these 

community organizations set up to look after—oh, you know, things like 

block upkeep and special projects and we also have what we call our New 

Neighbors Orientation Committee ... Well—it’s what you might call a sort of 

welcoming committee, I guess. I mean they, we—I’m the chairman of the 

committee—go around and see the new people who move into the 

neighborhood and sort of give them the lowdown on the way we do things 

out in Clybourne Park. And we also have the category of what the 

association calls— (He looks elsewhere) —uh—special community 

problems.... Well—to get right to the point I— (A great breath, and he is off 

at last) I am sure you people must be aware of some of the incidents which 

have happened in various parts of the city when colored people have 

moved into certain areas. Well—because we have what I think is going to 

be a unique type of organization in American community life—not only do 

we deplore that kind of thing—but we are trying to do something about it. 

Well—you see our community is made up of people who’ve worked hard as 

the dickens for years to build up that little community. They’re not rich and 

fancy people; just hard-working, honest people who don’t really have much 

but those little homes and a dream of the kind of community they want to 

raise their children in. And at the moment the overwhelming majority of our 

people out there feel that people get along better, take more of a common 

interest in the life of the community, when they share a common 

background. I want you to believe me when I tell you that race prejudice 

simply doesn’t enter into it. It is a matter of the people of Clybourne Park 

believing, rightly or wrongly, as I say, that for the happiness of all 

concerned that our Negro families are happier when they live in their own 

communities. 

 


